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Introduction
« The need for increased resources to support a low carbon strategy in China is crucial and require significant
investments. I am proud to see that our work in China, investing in and operating a portfolio of solar power
stations, has developed so well and that we have been able to establish a great amount of trust among
Swedish and Nordic Investors, making it possible to continue our mission to further develop a low-carbon
way of life »
Frederic Telander, Chairman of the Board, Advanced SolTech Sweden AB (publ).

Since 2015 when SolTech Energy Sweden AB (publ), Advanced SolTech Sweden AB´s (ASAB) parent
company, first established its joint venture with Advanced Solar Power Hangzhou Inc., we have seen a
remarkable growth in the Chinese solar energy market. During 2015 the total installed solar capacity was
43.18 GW, since then the total installed solar capacity has increased to over 204 GW in 2019 with an estimate
to add another 45 GW during 2020. During the same period ASABs installed solar capacity in China has
grown from 2 MW to 143 MW.
In ASAB´s efforts of providing the market with solutions for green energy, we also saw the opportunity to
start working with solutions for green finance. ASAB started the journey preparing the company for issuing
green Bonds in 2016 and in 2017 the company received the highest grade, Dark Green for its Green Bond
Framework by the Norwegian company Cicero and their partners SEI and ENSO.

ASAB has been in the forefront of developing a Green Bond structure for the Swedish Retail Market and in
March 2018, Nasdaq Stockholm opened an exclusive market for Retail based Green Bonds, having « Dark
Green « classification – Nasdaq First North Sustainable Retail Bond Market. This as a result of ASAB being
the first issuer of such bond.

In January 2019 ASAB issued its first Institutional Green Bond, SOLT5. The proceeds from the bond issue will
be used to finance rooftop solar power facilities in China. SOLT5 was listed on Nasdaq First North
Sustainable Bond Market with first day of trading, March 21, 2019.

This report is our first annual institutional green bond report relating to Advanced SolTechs fifth Green Bond
issuance. Further details can be found on our webpage :
http://www.advancedsoltech.com/investorrelations/investera-i-soltech/#obligationer
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Market for Solar Power
Solar PV is set for the largest growth of any renewable source. Average generation costs for solar PV have
fallen 80% since 2010. Support frameworks have made possible low cost financing for solar, and this has
played a large part in reducing costs and helping to deliver record low prices. Solar PV deployment rebounds
to pre-crisis levels by 2021. China PV capacity is (total 2020 est) growing with 40 GW this year and is expected
to reach new installed capacity 50 GW per year by 2030 and 80 GW per year by 2040, according to
International Energy Agency

Green Bond Market
Global Market - The labelled green bond market has been showing tremendous growth, roughly doubling in
size in 2016 and 2017. The growth has continued strongly in 2018 and 2019, global green bond and green loan
issuance reached an adjusted USD 257.7 bn in 2019, marking a new global record. The total is up by 51% on
the final 2018 figure of USD 170.6 bn. However a slower growth is expected for green bond market in 2020.
Nordics - Sweden is the leading country in the Nordics both relating to the number of issuers as well as total
issued amount. Proactive and engaged market, the Nordic Investment Bank, a multilateral institution owned
by the Nordic and Baltic states and the Norwegian state bank KBN Kommunalbanken started issuing green
bonds in 2010. The first corporate green bond in Sweden was issued in 2013. Significant for the Nordic green
bond market are the many small and repeat issuers creating a big impact. Nordic players are also at the
forefront of promoting market integrity: demonstrating best practice in external reviews, pushing investor
standards and leading the international dialogue.
The Nordic countries are at the forefront of defining « green ». Their green bond markets have evolved in the
context of the Nordic Model, which relies strictly on cooperation to achieve equitable and sustainable social
development. (The Green Bond market in the Nordics, Climate Bonds Initiative).
China - China´s economic growth has been an international success with over a billion people raised out of
poverty in just three decades. However, the environmental cost of this growth has become evident with
polluted air, rivers and green house gas emissions impacting human health, ecosystems and climate change.
The Chinese government is shifting its priorities in response to environmental challenges. The Leader of the
Peoples Republic of China, Xi Jinping, has emphasized the country´s commitment to build an ecological
civilization. To achieve the goal of ecological civilization, Xi Junping called for promoting green development,
which includes developing green finance. (China Green Bond Market, Climate Bonds Initiative).
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Brief Description of Issuer
Advanced SolTech Sweden AB (publ) is the issuer of the Green Bonds, with proceeds being on lent in the
form of intra-group loans and/or invested in wholly owned Chinese subsidiares, which invest in, install and
manage solar power stations on its customers roof tops. The customers commit to buy the electricity produced
by the solar power stations during a 20-25 year contract. Advanced SolTech Sweden AB´s target is to reach an
installed capacity of 1,000 MW at the end of 2023, fully connected to the grid by 2024.
ASAB is mainly owned by SolTech Energy Sweden AB (publ), and Advanced Solar Power (Hangzhou) Inc.
(ASP).
SolTech Energy Sweden AB (publ), is a Swedish public (limited liability) stock listed company, and was
formed in Sweden on August 30, 2006 and registered at Bolagsverket (the Swedish Office for Company
Registration). SolTechs shares are traded on First North Growth Market at NASDAQ Stockholm. SolTech is a
developer and provider of integrated solar energy solutions, being both a building material and a solar energy
solution. SolTech has installations in several countries.
Advanced Solar Power (Hangzhou) Inc. (ASP), a world leading solar panel manufacturer and supplier in the
Chinese and global market of CdTe thin film solar modules. In China, ASP is focusing on meeting the
increased market demand for solar power stations and in parallel securing that the internal sustainability
work is top class.
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Advanced SolTech Sweden AB (publ) - Green Bond
Framework Summary
Use of Proceeds - Eligible Projects and Assets are new, under construction or existing, and /or represents an
expansion or enhancement of any existing Solar Energy Solutions, defined as Solar Power Stations owned and
managed by ASAB’s fully owned subsidiaires in China.
Conditions - applicable to all Solar Power Stations are as follows:
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions are high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related energy to solar power or, if increased energy
need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reductions of GHG
emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting of new land areas.

Customers in China - Local Governments, municipalities as well as larger private and public companies with
a long-term market positioning perspective.

Use of proceeds

Renewable Energy
Meaning a project or asset funded, in whole or in part by Advanced SolTech
Sweden AB that promotes the transition to a low-carbon society.

Evaluation

Customer evaluation including overall financial position
Energy Consumption incl. energy mix & CO2 impact
Future needs
Geographical location
Roof gradient and condition

Funds tracking

The use of proceeds are tracked through separate accounts to simplify the
annual review.

Impact assessment

Impact reporting on all Solar Power Stations financed with Green Bonds;
1. Total annual reduction or avoidance of CO2-equivalents emissions,
measured per project compared to baseline (starting level defined as current
impact).
2. Other potential climate and sustainability findings by the Solar Power
Station installation.

Reporting

ASAB will report annually and until maturity of the Green Bonds issued, to
the investors - on ASAB’s website and in ASAB´s Annual Newsletter.
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The Green Bond Committee will review and approve each Green Bond
Report.

Third party opinion
Third party opinion is obtained through a second opinion from CICERO on the Advanced SolTech Green
Bond Framework and been certified as Dark Green.

Summary
Overall, ASAB’s Green Bond framework and environmental policies provide a progressive framework for
climate-friendly investments. The Green Bond framework lists eligible businesses and projects that are mainly
supportive of the objective of promoting a transition to low-carbon and climate-resilient growth and is
supported by a strong governance structure.
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Advanced SolTech Green Bond Report - SOLT5
Green Bonds Details
Issuer:

Advanced SolTech Sweden AB (publ).

Issue Date:

January 25, 2019

Maturity Date:

January 25, 2023

Issued Amount:

171 MSEK and in EUR (Maximum issue volume of SEK 1500
million in SEK, EUR and NOK)

Interest Rate:

9 % p.a. + Stibor 3m for SEK bonds
9 % p.a. + Euribor 3m for EUR bonds
7,75 % p.a. + Nibor 3m för NOK bonds

ISIN:

SE0012012680, SE0012012698

Short Name:

SOLT5

Listing:

First North Sustainable Retail Bonds, Nasdaq Stockholm

Issuing Institute:

DNB Sverige och Eminova

Arranger:

JOOL Markets

Agent:

Intertrust Sweden

Use of Proceeds
Reporting Date:

December, 2020

Amount Disbursed to Eligible Green Projects:

17,115,759 EUR

Renewable energy CO2 avoidance:

26,300 tons first year

Bond proceeds remaining to be used:

Zero (0)

Further Bond Information
Number of projects/clients supported by Advanced
SolTech Green Bonds (SOLT5):

16

Geographic allocation of projects:

China
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Green Bonds - Invested per project
Projects (Client)

Amount RMB

Hangzhou Donghua Chain Group Co., Ltd.（21.4AQ）
Hangzhou Robam Electric Appliance Company Co., Ltd.（21.4AQ）
Hangzhou Minsheng Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.（21.4AQ）
Zhejiang Stfibre Chemical Fiber Co., Ltd.（21.4AQ）
Hangzhou Weiguang Electronic Co.,Ltd.（21.4AQ）
Zhejiang Yongchuang Machinery Co., Ltd.（21.4AQ）
Hangzhou Hightex Cloth Art Co.,Ltd.（21.4AQ）
Elite Textile (Hangzhou) Co.,Ltd.（21.4AQ）
Hangzhou Nbond Nonwoven Co.,Ltd.（21.4AQ）
Hangzhou Robam Electric Appliance Company Co., Ltd.（21.4AQ）
Hangzhou Tianyuan Pet Products Factory（21.4AQ）
Zhejiang Jieshun Automobile Body Mould Co., Ltd.（21.4AQ）
Yindu Kitchen Equipment Co., Ltd.（21.4AQ）
Hangzhou Biemeite Industrial Co., Ltd.（21.4AQ）
Hangzhou Tai Lide Textile Technology Co., Ltd.（21.4AQ）
Hangzhou Yuanfeng Weave Material Manufacturing Co., Ltd.（21.4AQ）
Total:

Comment : EUR 17 115 759 have been converted to 140 903 613 RMB

140,903,613
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Green Bonds - CO2 avoidance per project

Estimated CO2 Avoidance
(tons per Year)
Projects (Client)
Hangzhou Donghua Chain Group Co., Ltd.（21.4AQ）

2,000

Hangzhou Robam Electric Appliance Company Co., Ltd.（21.4AQ）

1,000

Hangzhou Minsheng Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.（21.4AQ）

1,000

Zhejiang Stfibre Chemical Fiber Co., Ltd.（21.4AQ）

1,500

Hangzhou Weiguang Electronic Co.,Ltd.（21.4AQ）

1,000

Zhejiang Yongchuang Machinery Co., Ltd.（21.4AQ）

1,000

Hangzhou Hightex Cloth Art Co.,Ltd.（21.4AQ）

1,000

Elite Textile (Hangzhou) Co.,Ltd.（21.4AQ）

1,000

Hangzhou Nbond Nonwoven Co.,Ltd.（21.4AQ）

4,000

Hangzhou Robam Electric Appliance Company Co., Ltd.（21.4AQ）

4,000

Hangzhou Tianyuan Pet Products Factory（21.4AQ）

400

Zhejiang Jieshun Automobile Body Mould Co., Ltd.（21.4AQ）

1,400

Yindu Kitchen Equipment Co., Ltd.（21.4AQ）

2,000

Hangzhou Biemeite Industrial Co., Ltd.（21.4AQ）

2,200

Hangzhou Tai Lide Textile Technology Co., Ltd.（21.4AQ）

1,500

Hangzhou Yuanfeng Weave Material Manufacturing Co., Ltd.（21.4AQ）

1,300

Total:

26,300
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Project evaluation and selection procedure
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions are
high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related energy to solar power or, if increased
energy need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reduction
of GHG emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting on new land areas.

A summary of the selection process is noted below:
•

•

Customers with a long-term market positioning perspective
o

Local governments

o

Municipalities

o

Public companies

o

Larger private companies

Customers overall financial position

Energy valuation
•

Energy consumption

•

Energy mix and CO2 impact

•

Future energy needs
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Project / customer examples
Customer/project

CO2 avoided - predictions made by customer

Hangzhou Nbond Nonwoven Co.,Ltd.

4 000 tons

Area : Hangzhou City, Zhejiang Province

Criteria
Eligible Project and Asset Category
•

Solar Panels for electricity generation

Conditions
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions is high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related Energy to solar power or, if increased energy
need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reduction of GHG
emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting of new land areas.

Customer
•

Public company

Customer valuation
•

The customer is a public company. They produce non-woven products and have very good quality
and good market. The finance condition is good.

Energy valuation
•

The customer uses 2,9 million kwh electricity per year, almost all of them generated by coal.

•

With our solar power installation, the customer could use 4 million kwh from solar, which will result
in approx. 4 000 Tons of less CO2.

•

The customer´s future energy needs is estimated to be stable for the coming 5 years.

When considering an optimal, financially viable, environmentally friendly and safe Solar Energy Solution, adapted to the
customers current and future electricity needs, geographic location and roof/panel gradient and conditions are of great
importance.
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Project / customer examples
Customer/project

CO2 avoided - predictions made by customer

Yindu Kitchen Equipment Co., Ltd.

2 000 tons

Area : Yuhang District, Hangzhou

Criteria
Eligible Project and Asset Category
•

Solar Panels for electricity generation

Conditions
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions is high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related Energy to solar power or, if increased energy
need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reduction of GHG
emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting of new land areas.

Customer
•

Public company

Customer valuation
•

The customer is a public company. They produce commercial catering equipment and have very
good quality amd good market. The finance condition is good.

Energy valuation
•

The customer uses approx. 2 million kwh of electricity per year, almost all of them generated by coal.

•

With our solar power installation, the customer could use 2 million kwh from solar, which will result
in approx. 2 000 Tons of less CO2 being admitted in the environemt.

•

The customer´s future energy needs is estimated to be stable for coming 5 years.

When considering an optimal, financially viable, environmentally friendly and safe Solar Energy Solution, adapted to the
customers current and future electricity needs, geographic location and roof/panel gradient and conditions are of great
importance.
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Project / customer examples
Customer/project
Hangzhou Biemeite Industrial Co., Ltd.

CO2 avoided - predictions made by customer
2 200 tons

Area : Hangzhou City

Criteria
Eligible Project and Asset Category
•

Solar Panels for electricity generation

Conditions
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions is high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related Energy to solar power or, if increased energy
need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reduction of GHG
emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting of new land areas.

Customer
•

Large private company

Customer valuation
•

The customer is a large privat company. They produce maternity and child supplies and have very
good quality and market. The finance condition is good.

Energy valuation
•

The customer uses approx. 4,1 million kwh of electricity per year, almost all of them generated by
coal.

•

With our solar power installation, the customer could use 2,2 million kwh from solar, which will
result in approx. 2 200 Tons of less CO2 being admitted in the environment.

•

The customer´s future energy needs is estimated to be stable for the coming 5 years.

When considering an optimal, financially viable, environmentally friendly and safe Solar Energy Solution, adapted to the
customers current and future electricity needs, geographic location and roof/panel gradient and conditions are of great
importance.
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Advanced SolTech Green Bond Updates
Since the start of issuing Green Bonds in 2018 a number of milestones have been achieved:

•

•

Advanced SolTech Sweden AB has during 2018 issued three Green Bonds in the Retail Market:
o

March 2018

128 MSEK (SOLT2)

o

May 2018

148 MSEK (SOLT3)

o

November 2018

70 MSEK (SOLT4)

Early 2019 Advanced SolTech Sweden AB´s first Institutional Green Bond was launched in
EUR and SEK:
o

January 2019

171 MSEK (SOLT5)

Advanced SolTech Sweden AB have invested 1,200 MSEK for 143 MW of installed solar energy
capacity in China distributed on 105 customers and a total volume of 99,000 tons of CO2 avoided
per year. With a installation target of 1,000 MW of solar energy capacity in 2023, further investments
will be needed. Such is planned to be financed through a mix of equity, loans, and Green Bonds.

Advanced SolTech
Sweden AB (publ)
Newsletter
Institutional Green Bond
SOLT 5-1
December 2020

ADVANCED SOLTECH SWEDEN AB (PUBL).
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Introduction
« The need for increased resources to support a low carbon strategy in China is crucial and require significant
investments. I am proud to see that our work in China, investing in and operating a portfolio of solar power
stations, has developed so well and that we have been able to establish a great amount of trust among
Swedish and Nordic Investors, making it possible to continue our mission to further develop a low-carbon
way of life »
Frederic Telander, Chairman of the Board, Advanced SolTech Sweden AB (publ).

Since 2015 when SolTech Energy Sweden AB (publ), Advanced SolTech Sweden AB´s (ASAB) parent
company, first established its joint venture with Advanced Solar Power Hangzhou Inc., we have seen a
remarkable growth in the Chinese solar energy market. During 2015 the total installed solar capacity was
43.18 GW, since then the total installed solar capacity has increased to over 204 GW in 2019 with an estimate
to add another 45 GW during 2020. During the same period ASABs installed solar capacity in China has
grown from 2 MW to 143 MW.
In ASAB´s efforts of providing the market with solutions for green energy, we also saw the opportunity to
start working with solutions for green finance. ASAB started the journey preparing the company for issuing
green Bonds in 2016 and in 2017 the company received the highest grade, Dark Green for its Green Bond
Framework by the Norwegian company Cicero and their partners SEI and ENSO.

ASAB has been in the forefront of developing a Green Bond structure for the Swedish Retail Market and in
March 2018, Nasdaq Stockholm opened an exclusive market for Retail based Green Bonds, having « Dark
Green « classification – Nasdaq First North Sustainable Retail Bond Market. This as a result of ASAB being
the first issuer of such bond.

In January 2019 ASAB issued its first Institutional Green Bond, SOLT5. The proceeds from the bond issue will
be used to finance rooftop solar power facilities in China. SOLT5 was listed on Nasdaq First North
Sustainable Bond Market with first day of trading, March 21, 2019.

This report is our first annual institutional green bond report relating to Advanced SolTechs fifth Green Bond
issuance. Further details can be found on our webpage :
http://www.advancedsoltech.com/investorrelations/investera-i-soltech/#obligationer
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Market for Solar Power
Solar PV is set for the largest growth of any renewable source. Average generation costs for solar PV have
fallen 80% since 2010. Support frameworks have made possible low cost financing for solar, and this has
played a large part in reducing costs and helping to deliver record low prices. Solar PV deployment rebounds
to pre-crisis levels by 2021. China PV capacity is (total 2020 est) growing with 40 GW this year and is expected
to reach new installed capacity 50 GW per year by 2030 and 80 GW per year by 2040, according to
International Energy Agency

Green Bond Market
Global Market - The labelled green bond market has been showing tremendous growth, roughly doubling in
size in 2016 and 2017. The growth has continued strongly in 2018 and 2019, global green bond and green loan
issuance reached an adjusted USD 257.7 bn in 2019, marking a new global record. The total is up by 51% on
the final 2018 figure of USD 170.6 bn. However a slower growth is expected for green bond market in 2020.
Nordics - Sweden is the leading country in the Nordics both relating to the number of issuers as well as total
issued amount. Proactive and engaged market, the Nordic Investment Bank, a multilateral institution owned
by the Nordic and Baltic states and the Norwegian state bank KBN Kommunalbanken started issuing green
bonds in 2010. The first corporate green bond in Sweden was issued in 2013. Significant for the Nordic green
bond market are the many small and repeat issuers creating a big impact. Nordic players are also at the
forefront of promoting market integrity: demonstrating best practice in external reviews, pushing investor
standards and leading the international dialogue.
The Nordic countries are at the forefront of defining « green ». Their green bond markets have evolved in the
context of the Nordic Model, which relies strictly on cooperation to achieve equitable and sustainable social
development. (The Green Bond market in the Nordics, Climate Bonds Initiative).
China - China´s economic growth has been an international success with over a billion people raised out of
poverty in just three decades. However, the environmental cost of this growth has become evident with
polluted air, rivers and green house gas emissions impacting human health, ecosystems and climate change.
The Chinese government is shifting its priorities in response to environmental challenges. The Leader of the
Peoples Republic of China, Xi Jinping, has emphasized the country´s commitment to build an ecological
civilization. To achieve the goal of ecological civilization, Xi Junping called for promoting green development,
which includes developing green finance. (China Green Bond Market, Climate Bonds Initiative).
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Brief Description of Issuer
Advanced SolTech Sweden AB (publ) is the issuer of the Green Bonds, with proceeds being on lent in the
form of intra-group loans and/or invested in wholly owned Chinese subsidiares, which invest in, install and
manage solar power stations on its customers roof tops. The customers commit to buy the electricity produced
by the solar power stations during a 20-25 year contract. Advanced SolTech Sweden AB´s target is to reach an
installed capacity of 1,000 MW at the end of 2023, fully connected to the grid by 2024.
ASAB is mainly owned by SolTech Energy Sweden AB (publ), and Advanced Solar Power (Hangzhou) Inc.
(ASP).
SolTech Energy Sweden AB (publ), is a Swedish public (limited liability) stock listed company, and was
formed in Sweden on August 30, 2006 and registered at Bolagsverket (the Swedish Office for Company
Registration). SolTechs shares are traded on First North Growth Market at NASDAQ Stockholm. SolTech is a
developer and provider of integrated solar energy solutions, being both a building material and a solar energy
solution. SolTech has installations in several countries.
Advanced Solar Power (Hangzhou) Inc. (ASP), a world leading solar panel manufacturer and supplier in the
Chinese and global market of CdTe thin film solar modules. In China, ASP is focusing on meeting the
increased market demand for solar power stations and in parallel securing that the internal sustainability
work is top class.
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Advanced SolTech Sweden AB (publ) - Green Bond
Framework Summary
Use of Proceeds - Eligible Projects and Assets are new, under construction or existing, and /or represents an
expansion or enhancement of any existing Solar Energy Solutions, defined as Solar Power Stations owned and
managed by ASAB’s fully owned subsidiaires in China.
Conditions - applicable to all Solar Power Stations are as follows:
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions are high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related energy to solar power or, if increased energy
need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reductions of GHG
emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting of new land areas.

Customers in China - Local Governments, municipalities as well as larger private and public companies with
a long-term market positioning perspective.

Use of proceeds

Renewable Energy
Meaning a project or asset funded, in whole or in part by Advanced SolTech
Sweden AB that promotes the transition to a low-carbon society.

Evaluation

Customer evaluation including overall financial position
Energy Consumption incl. energy mix & CO2 impact
Future needs
Geographical location
Roof gradient and condition

Funds tracking

The use of proceeds are tracked through separate accounts to simplify the
annual review.

Impact assessment

Impact reporting on all Solar Power Stations financed with Green Bonds;
1. Total annual reduction or avoidance of CO2-equivalents emissions,
measured per project compared to baseline (starting level defined as current
impact).
2. Other potential climate and sustainability findings by the Solar Power
Station installation.

Reporting

ASAB will report annually and until maturity of the Green Bonds issued, to
the investors - on ASAB’s website and in ASAB´s Annual Newsletter.
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The Green Bond Committee will review and approve each Green Bond
Report.

Third party opinion
Third party opinion is obtained through a second opinion from CICERO on the Advanced SolTech Green
Bond Framework and been certified as Dark Green.

Summary
Overall, ASAB’s Green Bond framework and environmental policies provide a progressive framework for
climate-friendly investments. The Green Bond framework lists eligible businesses and projects that are mainly
supportive of the objective of promoting a transition to low-carbon and climate-resilient growth and is
supported by a strong governance structure.
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Advanced SolTech Green Bond Report - SOLT5
Green Bonds Details
Issuer:

Advanced SolTech Sweden AB (publ).

Issue Date:

January 25, 2019

Maturity Date:

January 25, 2023

Issued Amount:

Tap issue SOLT 5-1, 110 MSEK and in EUR (Maximum issue
volume of SEK 1500 million in SEK, EUR and NOK)

Interest Rate:

9 % p.a. + Stibor 3m for SEK bonds
9 % p.a. + Euribor 3m for EUR bonds
7,75 % p.a. + Nibor 3m för NOK bonds

ISIN:

SE0012012680, SE0012012698

Short Name:

SOLT5

Listing:

First North Sustainable Retail Bonds, Nasdaq Stockholm

Issuing Institute:

DNB Sverige och Eminova

Arranger:

JOOL Markets

Agent:

Intertrust Sweden

Use of Proceeds
Reporting Date:

December , 2020

Amount Disbursed to Eligible Green Projects:

5 492 096 EUR

Renewable energy CO2 avoidance:

35 096 tons first year

Bond proceeds remaining to be used:

Zero (0)

Further Bond Information
Number of projects/clients supported by Advanced
SolTech Green Bonds (Solt 5):

13

Geographic allocation of projects:

China
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Green Bonds - Invested per project
Projects (Clients, powerplants aquired)

Amount RMB

JiangSu YangHe Brewery Co., Ltd.
Shaoxing Shangyu Jinying Copper Co., Ltd.
ChangShu ZhuDianZhuang Glass Co., Ltd.
Hangzhou Qinrui Packaging Co., Ltd.
Hangzhou Baowei Auto Parts Co., Ltd.
Shenzhen China Star Optoelectronics Technology Co., Ltd
National Center for the Performing Arts
Jiangsu JinYuan Linen Co., Ltd.
Shaoxing Shangyu Hebang Metal Products Co., Ltd.
XinJian TeKuo PiaoZheng(NanTong) Co., Ltd.
ShangYu ShunDa Pipe Co., Ltd.
Suqian huiyang textile technology Co., Ltd.
Jiangsu Runchang Rubber Technology Co., Ltd.

5,923,468,56
8,448,682,5
3,381,196,24
2,711,364,16
1,108,958,45
1,122,003,23
296,339,15
563,811,85
639,520,1
906,020,93
127,010,55
8,318,668,4
11,680,293,7

Total:

45,227,338

Comment : EUR 5 492 096 have been converted to 45 227 338 RMB
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Green Bonds - CO2 avoidance per project

Projects (Client)
JiangSu YangHe Brewery Co., Ltd.

Estimated CO2
Avoidance (tons
per year)
10,000

Shaoxing Shangyu Jinying Copper Co., Ltd.

1,700

ChangShu ZhuDianZhuang Glass Co., Ltd.

1,000

Hangzhou Qinrui Packaging Co., Ltd.

600

Hangzhou Baowei Auto Parts Co., Ltd.

3,500

Shenzhen China Star Optoelectronics Technology Co., Ltd

2,160

National Center for the Performing Arts

800

Jiangsu JinYuan Linen Co., Ltd.

2,800

Shaoxing Shangyu Hebang Metal Products Co., Ltd.

1,500

XinJian TeKuo PiaoZheng(NanTong) Co., Ltd.

2,700

ShangYu ShunDa Pipe Co., Ltd.

500

Suqian huiyang textile technology Co., Ltd.

1,836

Jiangsu Runchang Rubber Technology Co., Ltd.

6,000

Total:

35,096
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Project evaluation and selection procedure
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions are
high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related energy to solar power or, if increased
energy need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reduction
of GHG emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting on new land areas.

A summary of the selection process is noted below:
•

•

Customers with a long-term market positioning perspective
o

Local governments

o

Municipalities

o

Public companies

o

Larger private companies

Customers overall financial position

Energy valuation
•

Energy consumption

•

Energy mix and CO2 impact

•

Future energy needs
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Project / customer examples
Customer/project

Amount (RMB) CO2 avoided - predictions made by customer

JiangSu YangHe Brewery Co., Ltd.

5 923 468,56

10 000 tons

Area : Suqian City, Jiangsu Province

Criteria
Eligible Project and Asset Category
•

Solar Panels for electricity generation

Conditions
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions is high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related Energy to solar power or, if increased energy
need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reduction of GHG
emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting of new land areas.

Customer
•

Local Government, Public Company

Customer valuation
•

The customer is a state owned enterprise of the world’s top 500 enterprises and has gone public. They
produce and sell liquor, have very good quality and good market. The finance condition is good.

Energy valuation
•

The customer uses 40 million kwh electricity per year, almost all of them generated by coal.

•

With our solar power installation, the customer could use 10 million kwh from solar, which will result
in approx. 10 000 Tons of less CO2.

•

The customer´s future energy needs is estimated to be stable for the coming 5 years.

When considering an optimal, financially viable, environmentally friendly and safe Solar Energy Solution, adapted to the
customers current and future electricity needs, geographic location and roof/panel gradient and conditions are of great
importance.
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Project / customer examples
Customer/project

Amount (RMB) CO2 avoided - predictions made by customer

Jiangsu Runchang Rubber Technology Co., Ltd.

11 680 293,70

6 000 tons

Area : Siyang economic development zone

Criteria
Eligible Project and Asset Category
•

Solar Panels for electricity generation

Conditions
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions is high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related Energy to solar power or, if increased energy
need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reduction of GHG
emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting of new land areas.

Customer
•

Larger private company

Customer valuation
•

The customer is a large private company. They produce and sell tyres and rubber products, have very
good quality and good market. The finance condition is good.

Energy valuation
•

The customer uses approx. 7 million kwh of electricity per year, almost all of them generated by coal.

•

With our solar power installation, the customer could use 6 million kwh from solar, which will result
in approx. 6 000 Tons of less CO2 being admitted in the environemt.

•

The customer´s future energy needs is estimated to be stable for coming 5 years.

When considering an optimal, financially viable, environmentally friendly and safe Solar Energy Solution, adapted to the
customers current and future electricity needs, geographic location and roof/panel gradient and conditions are of great
importance.
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Project / customer examples
Customer/project

Amount (RMB) CO2 avoided - predictions made by customer

Hangzhou Baowei Auto Parts Co., Ltd.

1 108 958,45

1 300

Area : Hangzhou

Criteria
Eligible Project and Asset Category
•

Solar Panels for electricity generation

Conditions
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions is high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related Energy to solar power or, if increased energy
need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reduction of GHG
emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting of new land areas.

Customer
•

Large private company

Customer valuation
•

The customer is a joint venture created by a public company of the world’s top 500 enterprises and a
large private company. They mainly provide professional products and technical services such as
auto steel processing, auto parts manufacturing and JIT distribution. They have very good quality
and good market. The finance is good.

Energy valuation
•

The customer uses approx. 2,5 million kwh of electricity per year, almost all of them generated by
coal.

•

With our solar power installation, the customer could use 3,5 million kwh from solar, which will
result in approx. 3 500 Tons of less CO2 being admitted in the environment.

•

The customer´s future energy needs is estimated to be stable for the coming 5 years.

When considering an optimal, financially viable, environmentally friendly and safe Solar Energy Solution, adapted to the
customers current and future electricity needs, geographic location and roof/panel gradient and conditions are of great
importance.
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Project / customer examples
Customer/project

Amount (RMB) CO2 avoided - predictions made by customer

Jiangsu JinYuan Linen Co., Ltd

563 811,85

2 800 tons

Area: Nangtong, Jiangsu

Criteria
Eligible Project and Asset Category
•

Solar Panels for electricity generation

Conditions
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions is high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related Energy to solar power or, if increased energy
need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reduction of GHG
emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting of new land areas.

Customer
•

Public company

Customer valuation
•

The customer is a subsidiary of a public company that is currently one of the largest linen yarn
manufacturers in the world. They produce and sell special natural linen yarn, have very good quality
and good market. The finance condition is good.

Energy valuation
•

The customer uses approx. 24 millions kwh of electricity per year, almost all of them generated by
coal.

•

With our solar power installation, the customer could use 2,8 million kwh from solar, which will
result in approx. 2 800 Tons of less CO2 being admitted in the environment.

•

The customer´s future energy needs is estimated to be stable coming 5 years.

When considering an optimal, financially viable, environmentally friendly and safe Solar Energy Solution, adapted to the
customers current and future electricity needs, geographic location and roof/panel gradient and conditions are of great
importance.
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Project / customer examples
Customer/project

Amount

XinJian TeKuo PiaoZheng(NanTong) Co., Ltd.

CO2 avoided - predictions made by customer
906 020,93

2 700 tons

Area : Nangtong City, Jiangsu Province

Criteria
Eligible Project and Asset Category
•

Solar Panels for electricity generation

Conditions
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions is high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related Energy to solar power or, if increased energy
need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reduction of GHG
emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting of new land areas.

Customer
•

Large private company

Customer valuation
•

The customer is a foreign funded enterprise. They engage in cloth bleaching, dyeing and printing.
They have very good quality and good market. The finance condition is good.

Energy valuation
•

The customer uses approx. 30 million kwh of electricity per year, almost all of them generated by coal.

•

With our solar power installation, the customer could use 2,7 million kwh from solar, which will
result in approx. 2 700 Tons of less CO2 being admitted in the environment.

•

The customer´s future energy needs is estimated to be stable for the coming 5 years.

When considering an optimal, financially viable, environmentally friendly and safe Solar Energy Solution, adapted to the
customers current and future electricity needs, geographic location and roof/panel gradient and conditions are of great
importance.
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Advanced SolTech Green Bond Updates
Since the start of issuing Green Bonds in 2018 a number of milestones have been achieved:

•

•

Advanced SolTech Sweden AB has during 2018 issued three Green Bonds in the Retail Market:
o

March 2018

128 MSEK (SOLT2)

o

May 2018

148 MSEK (SOLT3)

o

November 2018

70 MSEK (SOLT4)

Early 2019 Advanced SolTech Sweden AB´s first Institutional Green Bond was launched in
EUR and SEK:
o

January 2019

171 MSEK (SOLT5)

o

May 2019

110 MSEK (SOLT5-1 – tap issue)

Advanced SolTech Sweden AB have invested 1,200 MSEK for 143 MW of installed solar energy
capacity in China distributed on 105 customers and a total volume of 99,000 tons of CO2 avoided
per year. With a installation target of 1,000 MW of solar energy capacity in 2023, further investments
will be needed. Such is planned to be financed through a mix of equity, loans, and Green Bonds.

Advanced SolTech
Sweden AB (publ)
Newsletter
Institutional Green Bond
SOLT 5-2
December 2020

ADVANCED SOLTECH SWEDEN AB (PUBL).
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Introduction
« The need for increased resources to support a low carbon strategy in China is crucial and require significant
investments. I am proud to see that our work in China, investing in and operating a portfolio of solar power
stations, has developed so well and that we have been able to establish a great amount of trust among
Swedish and Nordic Investors, making it possible to continue our mission to further develop a low-carbon
way of life »
Frederic Telander, Chairman of the Board, Advanced SolTech Sweden AB (publ).

Since 2015 when SolTech Energy Sweden AB (publ), Advanced SolTech Sweden AB´s (ASAB) parent
company, first established its joint venture with Advanced Solar Power Hangzhou Inc., we have seen a
remarkable growth in the Chinese solar energy market. During 2015 the total installed solar capacity was
43.18 GW, since then the total installed solar capacity has increased to over 204 GW in 2019 with an estimate
to add another 45 GW during 2020. During the same period ASABs installed solar capacity in China has
grown from 2 MW to 143 MW.
In ASAB´s efforts of providing the market with solutions for green energy, we also saw the opportunity to
start working with solutions for green finance. ASAB started the journey preparing the company for issuing
green Bonds in 2016 and in 2017 the company received the highest grade, Dark Green for its Green Bond
Framework by the Norwegian company Cicero and their partners SEI and ENSO.

ASAB has been in the forefront of developing a Green Bond structure for the Swedish Retail Market and in
March 2018, Nasdaq Stockholm opened an exclusive market for Retail based Green Bonds, having « Dark
Green « classification – Nasdaq First North Sustainable Retail Bond Market. This as a result of ASAB being
the first issuer of such bond.

In January 2019 ASAB issued its first Institutional Green Bond, SOLT5. The proceeds from the bond issue will
be used to finance rooftop solar power facilities in China. SOLT5 was listed on Nasdaq First North
Sustainable Bond Market with first day of trading, March 21, 2019.

This report is our first annual institutional green bond report relating to Advanced SolTechs fifth Green Bond
issuance. Further details can be found on our webpage :
http://www.advancedsoltech.com/investorrelations/investera-i-soltech/#obligationer
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Market for Solar Power
Solar PV is set for the largest growth of any renewable source. Average generation costs for solar PV have
fallen 80% since 2010. Support frameworks have made possible low cost financing for solar, and this has
played a large part in reducing costs and helping to deliver record low prices. Solar PV deployment rebounds
to pre-crisis levels by 2021. China PV capacity is (total 2020 est) growing with 40 GW this year and is expected
to reach new installed capacity 50 GW per year by 2030 and 80 GW per year by 2040, according to
International Energy Agency

Green Bond Market
Global Market - The labelled green bond market has been showing tremendous growth, roughly doubling in
size in 2016 and 2017. The growth has continued strongly in 2018 and 2019, global green bond and green loan
issuance reached an adjusted USD 257.7 bn in 2019, marking a new global record. The total is up by 51% on
the final 2018 figure of USD 170.6 bn. However a slower growth is expected for green bond market in 2020.
Nordics - Sweden is the leading country in the Nordics both relating to the number of issuers as well as total
issued amount. Proactive and engaged market, the Nordic Investment Bank, a multilateral institution owned
by the Nordic and Baltic states and the Norwegian state bank KBN Kommunalbanken started issuing green
bonds in 2010. The first corporate green bond in Sweden was issued in 2013. Significant for the Nordic green
bond market are the many small and repeat issuers creating a big impact. Nordic players are also at the
forefront of promoting market integrity: demonstrating best practice in external reviews, pushing investor
standards and leading the international dialogue.
The Nordic countries are at the forefront of defining « green ». Their green bond markets have evolved in the
context of the Nordic Model, which relies strictly on cooperation to achieve equitable and sustainable social
development. (The Green Bond market in the Nordics, Climate Bonds Initiative).
China - China´s economic growth has been an international success with over a billion people raised out of
poverty in just three decades. However, the environmental cost of this growth has become evident with
polluted air, rivers and green house gas emissions impacting human health, ecosystems and climate change.
The Chinese government is shifting its priorities in response to environmental challenges. The Leader of the
Peoples Republic of China, Xi Jinping, has emphasized the country´s commitment to build an ecological
civilization. To achieve the goal of ecological civilization, Xi Junping called for promoting green development,
which includes developing green finance. (China Green Bond Market, Climate Bonds Initiative).
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Brief Description of Issuer
Advanced SolTech Sweden AB (publ) is the issuer of the Green Bonds, with proceeds being on lent in the
form of intra-group loans and/or invested in wholly owned Chinese subsidiares, which invest in, install and
manage solar power stations on its customers roof tops. The customers commit to buy the electricity produced
by the solar power stations during a 20-25 year contract. Advanced SolTech Sweden AB´s target is to reach an
installed capacity of 1,000 MW at the end of 2023, fully connected to the grid by 2024.
ASAB is mainly owned by SolTech Energy Sweden AB (publ), and Advanced Solar Power (Hangzhou) Inc.
(ASP).
SolTech Energy Sweden AB (publ), is a Swedish public (limited liability) stock listed company, and was
formed in Sweden on August 30, 2006 and registered at Bolagsverket (the Swedish Office for Company
Registration). SolTechs shares are traded on First North Growth Market at NASDAQ Stockholm. SolTech is a
developer and provider of integrated solar energy solutions, being both a building material and a solar energy
solution. SolTech has installations in several countries.
Advanced Solar Power (Hangzhou) Inc. (ASP), a world leading solar panel manufacturer and supplier in the
Chinese and global market of CdTe thin film solar modules. In China, ASP is focusing on meeting the
increased market demand for solar power stations and in parallel securing that the internal sustainability
work is top class.
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Advanced SolTech Sweden AB (publ) - Green Bond
Framework Summary
Use of Proceeds - Eligible Projects and Assets are new, under construction or existing, and /or represents an
expansion or enhancement of any existing Solar Energy Solutions, defined as Solar Power Stations owned and
managed by ASAB’s fully owned subsidiaires in China.
Conditions - applicable to all Solar Power Stations are as follows:
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions are high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related energy to solar power or, if increased energy
need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reductions of GHG
emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting of new land areas.

Customers in China - Local Governments, municipalities as well as larger private and public companies with
a long-term market positioning perspective.

Use of proceeds

Renewable Energy
Meaning a project or asset funded, in whole or in part by Advanced SolTech
Sweden AB that promotes the transition to a low-carbon society.

Evaluation

Customer evaluation including overall financial position
Energy Consumption incl. energy mix & CO2 impact
Future needs
Geographical location
Roof gradient and condition

Funds tracking

The use of proceeds are tracked through separate accounts to simplify the
annual review.

Impact assessment

Impact reporting on all Solar Power Stations financed with Green Bonds;
1. Total annual reduction or avoidance of CO2-equivalents emissions,
measured per project compared to baseline (starting level defined as current
impact).
2. Other potential climate and sustainability findings by the Solar Power
Station installation.

Reporting

ASAB will report annually and until maturity of the Green Bonds issued, to
the investors - on ASAB’s website and in ASAB´s Annual Newsletter.
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The Green Bond Committee will review and approve each Green Bond
Report.

Third party opinion
Third party opinion is obtained through a second opinion from CICERO on the Advanced SolTech Green
Bond Framework and been certified as Dark Green.

Summary
Overall, ASAB’s Green Bond framework and environmental policies provide a progressive framework for
climate-friendly investments. The Green Bond framework lists eligible businesses and projects that are mainly
supportive of the objective of promoting a transition to low-carbon and climate-resilient growth and is
supported by a strong governance structure.
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Advanced SolTech Green Bond Report - SOLT5
Green Bonds Details
Issuer:

Advanced SolTech Sweden AB (publ).

Issue Date:

January 25, 2019

Maturity Date:

January 25, 2023

Issued Amount:

Tap issue SOLT 5-2, 125 MSEK and in EUR (Maximum issue
volume of SEK 1500 million in SEK, EUR and NOK)

Interest Rate:

9 % p.a. + Stibor 3m for SEK bonds
9 % p.a. + Euribor 3m for EUR bonds
7,75 % p.a. + Nibor 3m för NOK bonds

ISIN:

SE0012012680, SE0012012698

Short Name:

SOLT5

Listing:

First North Sustainable Retail Bonds, Nasdaq Stockholm

Issuing Institute:

DNB Sverige och Eminova

Arranger:

JOOL Markets

Agent:

Intertrust Sweden

Use of Proceeds
Reporting Date:

December, 2020

Amount Disbursed to Eligible Green Projects:

6 146 842 EUR

Renewable energy CO2 avoidance:

25 191 tons first year

Bond proceeds remaining to be used:

Zero (0)

Further Bond Information
Number of projects/clients supported by Advanced
SolTech Green Bonds (Solt 5):

7

Geographic allocation of projects:

China
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Green Bonds - Invested per project
Projects (Clients, powerplants aquired)

Amount RMB

Jiangsu jurun textile technology Co., Ltd.
NingBo RiXin Bearing Co. ,Ltd.
Zhejiang Luhuan Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd.
JiangSu SanPeng Auto Parts Co., Ltd.
MeiKe Electricity Co. ,Ltd.
JiangSu YangHe Brewery Co., Ltd.
Shanghai United Financial Investment Co., Ltd.

39,943,200,00
201,889,28
92,928,80
324,033,65
8,242,721,00
105,967,40
1,731,149,28

Total:

50,641,889

Comment : EUR 6 146 842 have been converted to 50 641 889 RMB
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Green Bonds - CO2 avoidance per project

Projects (Client)

Estmated CO2
Avoidance (tons
per year)

Jiangsu jurun textile technology Co., Ltd.

9,011

NingBo RiXin Bearing Co., Ltd.

500

Zhejiang Luhuan Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd.

3,000

JiangSu SanPeng Auto Parts Co., Ltd.

1,100

MeiKe Electricity Co.,Ltd.

1,200

JiangSu YangHe Brewery Co., Ltd.

10,000

Shanghai United Financial Investment Co., Ltd.

380

Total:

25,191
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Project evaluation and selection procedure

•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions are
high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related energy to solar power or, if increased
energy need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reduction
of GHG emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting on new land areas.

A summary of the selection process is noted below:
•

•

Customers with a long-term market positioning perspective
o

Local governments

o

Municipalities

o

Public companies

o

Larger private companies

Customers overall financial position

Energy valuation
•

Energy consumption

•

Energy mix and CO2 impact

•

Future energy needs
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Project / customer examples
Customer/project

Amount (RMB) CO2 avoided - predictions made by customer

Jiangsu jurun textile technology Co., Ltd.

39 943 200,00

9 011 tons

Area : Siyang economic development zone

Criteria
Eligible Project and Asset Category
•

Solar Panels for electricity generation

Conditions
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions is high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related Energy to solar power or, if increased energy
need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reduction of GHG
emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting of new land areas.

Customer
•

Large private companies

Customer valuation
•

The customer is a large private company. They produce and sell textiles and have have very good
quality and good market. The finance condition is good.

Energy valuation
•

The customer uses 100 milion kwh electricity per year, almost all of them generated by coal.

•

With our solar power installation, the customer could use 9 million kwh from solar, which will result
in approx. 9 011 Tons of less CO2.

•

The customer´s future energy needs is estimated to be stable for the coming 5 years.

When considering an optimal, financially viable, environmentally friendly and safe Solar Energy Solution, adapted to the
customers current and future electricity needs, geographic location and roof/panel gradient and conditions are of great
importance.
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Project / customer examples
Customer/project

Amount (RMB) CO2 avoided - predictions made by customer

JiangSu YangHe Brewery Co., Ltd.

105 967,40

10 000 tons

Area : Jiangsu Province

Criteria
Eligible Project and Asset Category
•

Solar Panels for electricity generation

Conditions
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions is high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related Energy to solar power or, if increased energy
need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reduction of GHG
emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting of new land areas.

Customer
•

Local Government, Public Company

Customer valuation
•

The customer is a state owned enterprise of the world’s top 500 enterprises and has gone public. They
produce and sell liquor, have very good quality and good market. The finance condition is good.

Energy valuation
•

The customer uses approx. 40 million kwh of electricity per year, almost all of them generated by coal.

•

With our solar power installation, the customer could use 10 million kwh from solar, which will result
in approx. 10 000 Tons of less CO2 being admitted in the environemt.

•

The customer´s future energy needs is estimated to be stable for coming 5 years.

When considering an optimal, financially viable, environmentally friendly and safe Solar Energy Solution, adapted to the
customers current and future electricity needs, geographic location and roof/panel gradient and conditions are of great
importance.
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Project / customer examples
Customer/project

Amount (RMB) CO2 avoided - predictions made by customer

Zhejiang Luhuan Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd.

92 928,80

3 000 tons

Area : Shengzhou City, Zhejiang Province

Criteria
Eligible Project and Asset Category
•

Solar Panels for electricity generation

Conditions
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions is high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related Energy to solar power or, if increased energy
need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reduction of GHG
emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting of new land areas.

Customer
•

Large private company

Customer valuation
•

The customer is a large private company. They engage in designing, producing and installing
machineries used for textile printing and dyeing. They have very good quality and good market. The
finance condition is good.

Energy valuation
•

The customer uses approx. 18 million kwh of electricity per year, almost all of them generated by coal.

•

With our solar power installation, the customer could use 3 million kwh from solar, which will result
in approx. 3 000 Tons of less CO2 being admitted in the environment.

•

The customer´s future energy needs is estimated to be stable for the coming 5 years.

When considering an optimal, financially viable, environmentally friendly and safe Solar Energy Solution, adapted to the
customers current and future electricity needs, geographic location and roof/panel gradient and conditions are of great
importance.
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Project / customer examples
Customer/project

Amount (RMB) CO2 avoided - predictions made by customer

MeiKe Electricity Co.,Ltd.

8 242 721,00

1 200 tons

Co, Ltd.
Area: Shaoxing City, Zhejiang Province

Criteria
Eligible Project and Asset Category
•

Solar Panels for electricity generation

Conditions
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions is high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related Energy to solar power or, if increased energy
need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reduction of GHG
emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting of new land areas.

Customer
•

Large private company

Customer valuation
•

The customer is a large private company, rank among top 10 of enterprises in the lighting industry
export sector. They produce and sell LED lights, have very good quality and good market. The
finance condition is good.

Energy valuation
•

The customer uses approx. 4,5 milion kwh of electricity per year, almost all of them generated by coal.

•

With our solar power installation, the customer could use 1,2 million kwh from solar, which will
result in approx. 1 200 Tons of less CO2 being admitted in the environment.

•

The customer´s future energy needs is estimated to be stable coming 5 years.

When considering an optimal, financially viable, environmentally friendly and safe Solar Energy Solution, adapted to the
customers current and future electricity needs, geographic location and roof/panel gradient and conditions are of great
importance.
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Advanced SolTech Green Bond Updates
Since the start of issuing Green Bonds in 2018 a number of milestones have been achieved:

•

•

Advanced SolTech Sweden AB has during 2018 issued three Green Bonds in the Retail Market:
o

March 2018

128 MSEK (SOLT2)

o

May 2018

148 MSEK (SOLT3)

o

November 2018

70 MSEK (SOLT4)

Early 2019 Advanced SolTech Sweden AB´s first Institutional Green Bond was launched in
EUR and SEK:
o

January 2019

171 MSEK (SOLT5)

o

May 2019

110 MSEK (SOLT5-1 – tap issue)

o

September 2019

125 MSEK (SOLT5-2 - tap issue)

Advanced SolTech Sweden AB have invested 1,200 MSEK for 143 MW of installed solar energy
capacity in China distributed on 105 customers and a total volume of 99,000 tons of CO2 avoided
per year. With a installation target of 1,000 MW of solar energy capacity in 2023, further investments
will be needed. Such is planned to be financed through a mix of equity, loans, and Green Bonds.

Advanced SolTech
Sweden AB (publ)
Newsletter
Institutional Green Bond
SOLT 5-3
December 2020

ADVANCED SOLTECH SWEDEN AB (PUBL).
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Introduction
« The need for increased resources to support a low carbon strategy in China is crucial and require significant
investments. I am proud to see that our work in China, investing in and operating a portfolio of solar power
stations, has developed so well and that we have been able to establish a great amount of trust among
Swedish and Nordic Investors, making it possible to continue our mission to further develop a low-carbon
way of life »
Frederic Telander, Chairman of the Board, Advanced SolTech Sweden AB (publ).

Since 2015 when SolTech Energy Sweden AB (publ), Advanced SolTech Sweden AB´s (ASAB) parent
company, first established its joint venture with Advanced Solar Power Hangzhou Inc., we have seen a
remarkable growth in the Chinese solar energy market. During 2015 the total installed solar capacity was
43.18 GW, since then the total installed solar capacity has increased to over 204 GW in 2019 with an estimate
to add another 45 GW during 2020. During the same period ASABs installed solar capacity in China has
grown from 2 MW to 143 MW.
In ASAB´s efforts of providing the market with solutions for green energy, we also saw the opportunity to
start working with solutions for green finance. ASAB started the journey preparing the company for issuing
green Bonds in 2016 and in 2017 the company received the highest grade, Dark Green for its Green Bond
Framework by the Norwegian company Cicero and their partners SEI and ENSO.

ASAB has been in the forefront of developing a Green Bond structure for the Swedish Retail Market and in
March 2018, Nasdaq Stockholm opened an exclusive market for Retail based Green Bonds, having « Dark
Green « classification – Nasdaq First North Sustainable Retail Bond Market. This as a result of ASAB being
the first issuer of such bond.

In January 2019 ASAB issued its first Institutional Green Bond, SOLT5. The proceeds from the bond issue will
be used to finance rooftop solar power facilities in China. SOLT5 was listed on Nasdaq First North
Sustainable Bond Market with first day of trading, March 21, 2019.

This report is our first annual institutional green bond report relating to Advanced SolTechs fifth Green Bond
issuance. Further details can be found on our webpage :
http://www.advancedsoltech.com/investorrelations/investera-i-soltech/#obligationer
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Market for Solar Power
Solar PV is set for the largest growth of any renewable source. Average generation costs for solar PV have
fallen 80% since 2010. Support frameworks have made possible low cost financing for solar, and this has
played a large part in reducing costs and helping to deliver record low prices. Solar PV deployment rebounds
to pre-crisis levels by 2021. China PV capacity is (total 2020 est) growing with 40 GW this year and is expected
to reach new installed capacity 50 GW per year by 2030 and 80 GW per year by 2040, according to
International Energy Agency

Green Bond Market
Global Market - The labelled green bond market has been showing tremendous growth, roughly doubling in
size in 2016 and 2017. The growth has continued strongly in 2018 and 2019, global green bond and green loan
issuance reached an adjusted USD 257.7 bn in 2019, marking a new global record. The total is up by 51% on
the final 2018 figure of USD 170.6 bn. However a slower growth is expected for green bond market in 2020.
Nordics - Sweden is the leading country in the Nordics both relating to the number of issuers as well as total
issued amount. Proactive and engaged market, the Nordic Investment Bank, a multilateral institution owned
by the Nordic and Baltic states and the Norwegian state bank KBN Kommunalbanken started issuing green
bonds in 2010. The first corporate green bond in Sweden was issued in 2013. Significant for the Nordic green
bond market are the many small and repeat issuers creating a big impact. Nordic players are also at the
forefront of promoting market integrity: demonstrating best practice in external reviews, pushing investor
standards and leading the international dialogue.
The Nordic countries are at the forefront of defining « green ». Their green bond markets have evolved in the
context of the Nordic Model, which relies strictly on cooperation to achieve equitable and sustainable social
development. (The Green Bond market in the Nordics, Climate Bonds Initiative).
China - China´s economic growth has been an international success with over a billion people raised out of
poverty in just three decades. However, the environmental cost of this growth has become evident with
polluted air, rivers and green house gas emissions impacting human health, ecosystems and climate change.
The Chinese government is shifting its priorities in response to environmental challenges. The Leader of the
Peoples Republic of China, Xi Jinping, has emphasized the country´s commitment to build an ecological
civilization. To achieve the goal of ecological civilization, Xi Junping called for promoting green development,
which includes developing green finance. (China Green Bond Market, Climate Bonds Initiative).
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Brief Description of Issuer
Advanced SolTech Sweden AB (publ) is the issuer of the Green Bonds, with proceeds being on lent in the
form of intra-group loans and/or invested in wholly owned Chinese subsidiares, which invest in, install and
manage solar power stations on its customers roof tops. The customers commit to buy the electricity produced
by the solar power stations during a 20-25 year contract. Advanced SolTech Sweden AB´s target is to reach an
installed capacity of 1,000 MW at the end of 2023, fully connected to the grid by 2024.
ASAB is mainly owned by SolTech Energy Sweden AB (publ), and Advanced Solar Power (Hangzhou) Inc.
(ASP).
SolTech Energy Sweden AB (publ), is a Swedish public (limited liability) stock listed company, and was
formed in Sweden on August 30, 2006 and registered at Bolagsverket (the Swedish Office for Company
Registration). SolTechs shares are traded on First North Growth Market at NASDAQ Stockholm. SolTech is a
developer and provider of integrated solar energy solutions, being both a building material and a solar energy
solution. SolTech has installations in several countries.
Advanced Solar Power (Hangzhou) Inc. (ASP), a world leading solar panel manufacturer and supplier in the
Chinese and global market of CdTe thin film solar modules. In China, ASP is focusing on meeting the
increased market demand for solar power stations and in parallel securing that the internal sustainability
work is top class.
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Advanced SolTech - Green Bond Framework
Summary
Use of Proceeds - Eligible Projects and Assets are new, under construction or existing, and /or represents an
expansion or enhancement of any existing Solar Energy Solutions, defined as Solar Power Stations owned and
managed by ASAB’s fully owned subsidiaires in China.
Conditions - applicable to all Solar Power Stations are as follows:
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions are high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related energy to solar power or, if increased energy
need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reductions of GHG
emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting of new land areas.

Customers in China - Local Governments, municipalities as well as larger private and public companies with
a long-term market positioning perspective.

Use of proceeds

Renewable Energy
Meaning a project or asset funded, in whole or in part by Advanced SolTech
Sweden AB that promotes the transition to a low-carbon society.

Evaluation

Customer evaluation including overall financial position
Energy Consumption incl. energy mix & CO2 impact
Future needs
Geographical location
Roof gradient and condition

Funds tracking

The use of proceeds are tracked through separate accounts to simplify the
annual review.

Impact assessment

Impact reporting on all Solar Power Stations financed with Green Bonds;
1. Total annual reduction or avoidance of CO2-equivalents emissions,
measured per project compared to baseline (starting level defined as current
impact).
2. Other potential climate and sustainability findings by the Solar Power
Station installation.

Reporting

ASAB will report annually and until maturity of the Green Bonds issued, to
the investors - on ASAB’s website and in ASAB´s Annual Newsletter.
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The Green Bond Committee will review and approve each Green Bond
Report.

Third party opinion
Third party opinion is obtained through a second opinion from CICERO on the Advanced SolTech Green
Bond Framework and been certified as Dark Green.

Summary
Overall, ASAB’s Green Bond framework and environmental policies provide a progressive framework for
climate-friendly investments. The Green Bond framework lists eligible businesses and projects that are mainly
supportive of the objective of promoting a transition to low-carbon and climate-resilient growth and is
supported by a strong governance structure.
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Advanced SolTech Green Bond Report - SOLT5
Green Bonds Details
Issuer:

Advanced SolTech Sweden AB (publ).

Issue Date:

January 25, 2019

Maturity Date:

January 25, 2023

Issued Amount:

Tap issue SOLT 5-3, 100 MSEK and in EUR (Maximum issue
volume of SEK 1500 million in SEK, EUR and NOK)

Interest Rate:

9 % p.a. + Stibor 3m for SEK bonds
9 % p.a. + Euribor 3m for EUR bonds
7,75 % p.a. + Nibor 3m för NOK bonds

ISIN:

SE0012012680, SE0012012698

Short Name:

SOLT5

Listing:

First North Sustainable Retail Bonds, Nasdaq Stockholm

Issuing Institute:

DNB Sverige och Eminova

Arranger:

JOOL Markets

Agent:

Intertrust Sweden

Use of Proceeds
Reporting Date:

December , 2020

Amount Disbursed to Eligible Green Projects:

7 814 110 EUR

Renewable energy CO2 avoidance:

25 545 tons first year

Bond proceeds remaining to be used:

Zero (0)

Further Bond Information
Number of projects/clients supported by Advanced
SolTech Green Bonds (Solt 5):

14

Geographic allocation of projects:

China
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Green Bonds - Invested per project
Projects (Client)

Amount RMB

Sohbi Craft (Changshu) Co.,Ltd
Gold Medal (Changshu) Co., Ltd.

13,510,556,81

Zhejiang New Gonow Automobile Co,.Ltd.

14,714,909,80

Luo Rui Sporting Goods (Kunshan) Co., Ltd.

7,901,356,15

Zhejiang Zhongyi machinery Co.,Ltd. Phase I

12,194,773,87

Hangzhou Wenhua Real Estate Co., Ltd.

1,796,325,50

Hangzhou Yuhang Wanda Plaza Real Estate Co., Ltd.

2,095,756,32

Zhejiang Jinhao New Materials Co., Ltd.

250,000,00

Anhui Kindguard Medical Supplies Technology Co., Ltd.

6,200,000,00

Zhejiang Zhe Rui Projects Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

1,025,701,04

Shanghai Yuejian Decoration Engineering Co., Ltd.

988,339,63

Hangzhou Qinrui Packaging Co., Ltd.

548,364,76

Da Xie Xi Chuan Tongyang Auto Parts (Nanjing) Co. ,Ltd.

297,848,25

HengAn(ZheJiang) Family Life Products Co. ,Ltd.

641,064,80

Total:

62,164,997

Comment : EUR 7 814 110 have been converted to 62 164 997 RMB
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Green Bonds - CO2 avoidance per project
Projects (Client)

Estimated CO2 Avoidance (tons per year)

Sohbi Craft (Changshu) Co.,Ltd

1,500

Gold Medal (Changshu) Co., Ltd.

1,000

Zhejiang New Gonow Automobile Co,.Ltd.

6,000

Luo Rui Sporting Goods (Kunshan) Co., Ltd.

2,100

Zhejiang Zhongyi machinery Co.,Ltd. Phase I

6,000

Hangzhou Wenhua Real Estate Co., Ltd.

400

Hangzhou Yuhang Wanda Plaza Real Estate Co., Ltd.

395

Zhejiang Jinhao New Materials Co., Ltd.

1,300

Anhui Kindguard Medical Supplies Technology Co., Ltd.

2,500

Zhejiang Zhe Rui Projects Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

250

Shanghai Yuejian Decoration Engineering Co., Ltd.

200

Hangzhou Qinrui Packaging Co., Ltd.

600

Da Xie Xi Chuan Tongyang Auto Parts (Nanjing) Co. ,Ltd.

1,100

HengAn(ZheJiang) Family Life Products Co. ,Ltd.

2,200

Total:

25,545
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Project Evaluation and selection procedure

•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions are
high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related energy to solar power or, if increased
energy need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reduction
of GHG emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting on new land areas.

A summary of the selection process is noted below:
•

•

Customers with a long-term market positioning perspective
o

Local governments

o

Municipalities

o

Public companies

o

Larger private companies

Customers overall financial position

Energy valuation
•

Energy consumption

•

Energy mix and CO2 impact

•

Future energy needs
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Project / customer examples
Customer/project

Amount (RMB) CO2 avoided - predictions made by customer

Zhejiang New Gonow Automobic Co., Ltd.

14,714,909,80

6 000 tons

Area : Taizhou

Criteria
Eligible Project and Asset Category
•

Solar Panels for electricity generation

Conditions
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions is high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related Energy to solar power or, if increased energy
need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reduction of GHG
emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting of new land areas.

Customer
•

Large private company

Customer valuation
•

The customer is a larger private company. They produce and sell new energy vehicles and have very
good quality and good market. The finance condition is good.

Energy valuation
•

The customer is a new plant, annual electricity consumption is currently unknown.

•

With our solar power installation, the customer could use 6 million kwh from solar, which will result
in approx. 6 000 Tons of less CO2.

•

The customer´s future energy needs is estimated to be stable for the coming 5 years.

When considering an optimal, financially viable, environmentally friendly and safe Solar Energy Solution, adapted to the
customers current and future electricity needs, geographic location and roof/panel gradient and conditions are of great
importance.
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Project / customer examples
Customer/project

Amount (RMB) CO2 avoided - predictions made by customer

Anhui Kindguard Medical Supplies Technology Co., Ltd.

6,200,000,00

2 500 tons

Area : Suzhou Economic Development Zone

Criteria
Eligible Project and Asset Category
•

Solar Panels for electricity generation

Conditions
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions is high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related Energy to solar power or, if increased energy
need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reduction of GHG
emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting of new land areas.

Customer
•

Large private company

Customer valuation
•

The customer is a large private company. They mainly engage in research and development ,
production and sale of PVC medical hygiene and protective gloves, and have very good quality and
good market. The finance condition is good.

Energy valuation
•

The customer uses approx. 1,8 million kwh of electricity per year, almost all of them generated by
coal.

•

With our solar power installation, the customer could use 2,5 million kwh from solar, which will
result in approx. 2 500 Tons of less CO2 being admitted in the environemt.

•

The customer´s future energy needs is estimated to be stable for coming 5 years.

When considering an optimal, financially viable, environmentally friendly and safe Solar Energy Solution, adapted to the
customers current and future electricity needs, geographic location and roof/panel gradient and conditions are of great
importance.
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Project / customer examples
Customer/project
Zhejiang Zhongyi Machinery Co., Ltd.

Amount

CO2 avoided - predictions made by customer

12,194,773,87

6 000 tons

Area : Shengzhou City

Criteria
Eligible Project and Asset Category
•

Solar Panels for electricity generation

Conditions
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions is high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related Energy to solar power or, if increased energy
need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reduction of GHG
emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting of new land areas.

Customer
•

Large private company

Customer valuation
•

The customer is the Vice Chairman of Chain Transmission Branch of China Machinery General parts
Industry Association and a member of China chain Transmission Standardization Technical
Committee mainly engaged in sprocket, gear, synchronous pulley, coupling production and sales.
They are a large sprocket manufacturer in the world at present, and have very good quality and
market. The finance condition is good.

Energy valuation
•

The customer uses approx. 600 million kwh of electricity per year, almost all of them generated by
coal.

•

With our solar power installation, the customer could use 6 million kwh from solar, which will result
in approx. 6000 Tons of less CO2 being admitted in the environment.

•

The customer´s future energy needs is estimated to be stable for the coming 5 years.

When considering an optimal, financially viable, environmentally friendly and safe Solar Energy Solution, adapted to the
customers current and future electricity needs, geographic location and roof/panel gradient and conditions are of great
importance.
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Advanced SolTech Green Bond Updates
Since the start of issuing Green Bonds in 2018 a number of milestones have been achieved:

•

•

Advanced SolTech Sweden AB has during 2018 issued three Green Bonds in the Retail Market:
o

March 2018

128 MSEK (SOLT2)

o

May 2018

148 MSEK (SOLT3)

o

November 2018

70,5 MSEK (SOLT4)

Early 2019 Advanced SolTech Sweden AB´s first Institutional Green Bond was launched in
EUR and SEK:
o

January 2019

171 MSEK (SOLT5)

o

May 2019

110 MSEK (SOLT5-1 – tap issue)

o

September 2019

125 MSEK (SOLT5-2 - tap issue)

o

November 2019

100 MSEK (SOLT5-3 - tap issue)

Advanced SolTech Sweden AB have invested 1,200 MSEK for 143 MW of installed solar energy
capacity in China distributed on 105 customers and a total volume of 99,000 tons of CO2 avoided
per year. With a installation target of 1,000 MW of solar energy capacity in 2023, further investments
will be needed. Such is planned to be financed through a mix of equity, loans, and Green Bonds.

•

Advanced SolTech
Sweden AB (publ)
Newsletter
Institutional Green Bond
SOLT 5-4
December 2020

ADVANCED SOLTECH SWEDEN AB (PUBL).
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Introduction
« The need for increased resources to support a low carbon strategy in China is crucial and require significant
investments. I am proud to see that our work in China, investing in and operating a portfolio of solar power
stations, has developed so well and that we have been able to establish a great amount of trust among
Swedish and Nordic Investors, making it possible to continue our mission to further develop a low-carbon
way of life »
Frederic Telander, Chairman of the Board, Advanced SolTech Sweden AB (publ).

Since 2015 when SolTech Energy Sweden AB (publ), Advanced SolTech Sweden AB´s (ASAB) parent
company, first established its joint venture with Advanced Solar Power Hangzhou Inc., we have seen a
remarkable growth in the Chinese solar energy market. During 2015 the total installed solar capacity was
43.18 GW, since then the total installed solar capacity has increased to over 204 GW in 2019 with an estimate
to add another 45 GW during 2020. During the same period ASABs installed solar capacity in China has
grown from 2 MW to 143 MW.
In ASAB´s efforts of providing the market with solutions for green energy, we also saw the opportunity to
start working with solutions for green finance. ASAB started the journey preparing the company for issuing
green Bonds in 2016 and in 2017 the company received the highest grade, Dark Green for its Green Bond
Framework by the Norwegian company Cicero and their partners SEI and ENSO.

ASAB has been in the forefront of developing a Green Bond structure for the Swedish Retail Market and in
March 2018, Nasdaq Stockholm opened an exclusive market for Retail based Green Bonds, having « Dark
Green « classification – Nasdaq First North Sustainable Retail Bond Market. This as a result of ASAB being
the first issuer of such bond.

In January 2019 ASAB issued its first Institutional Green Bond, SOLT5. The proceeds from the bond issue will
be used to finance rooftop solar power facilities in China. SOLT5 was listed on Nasdaq First North
Sustainable Bond Market with first day of trading, March 21, 2019.

This report is our first annual institutional green bond report relating to Advanced SolTechs fifth Green Bond
issuance. Further details can be found on our webpage :
http://www.advancedsoltech.com/investorrelations/investera-i-soltech/#obligationer
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Market for Solar Power
Solar PV is set for the largest growth of any renewable source. Average generation costs for solar PV have
fallen 80% since 2010. Support frameworks have made possible low cost financing for solar, and this has
played a large part in reducing costs and helping to deliver record low prices. Solar PV deployment rebounds
to pre-crisis levels by 2021. China PV capacity is (total 2020 est) growing with 40 GW this year and is expected
to reach new installed capacity 50 GW per year by 2030 and 80 GW per year by 2040, according to
International Energy Agency

Green Bond Market
Global Market - The labelled green bond market has been showing tremendous growth, roughly doubling in
size in 2016 and 2017. The growth has continued strongly in 2018 and 2019, global green bond and green loan
issuance reached an adjusted USD 257.7 bn in 2019, marking a new global record. The total is up by 51% on
the final 2018 figure of USD 170.6 bn. However a slower growth is expected for green bond market in 2020.
Nordics - Sweden is the leading country in the Nordics both relating to the number of issuers as well as total
issued amount. Proactive and engaged market, the Nordic Investment Bank, a multilateral institution owned
by the Nordic and Baltic states and the Norwegian state bank KBN Kommunalbanken started issuing green
bonds in 2010. The first corporate green bond in Sweden was issued in 2013. Significant for the Nordic green
bond market are the many small and repeat issuers creating a big impact. Nordic players are also at the
forefront of promoting market integrity: demonstrating best practice in external reviews, pushing investor
standards and leading the international dialogue.
The Nordic countries are at the forefront of defining « green ». Their green bond markets have evolved in the
context of the Nordic Model, which relies strictly on cooperation to achieve equitable and sustainable social
development. (The Green Bond market in the Nordics, Climate Bonds Initiative).
China - China´s economic growth has been an international success with over a billion people raised out of
poverty in just three decades. However, the environmental cost of this growth has become evident with
polluted air, rivers and green house gas emissions impacting human health, ecosystems and climate change.
The Chinese government is shifting its priorities in response to environmental challenges. The Leader of the
Peoples Republic of China, Xi Jinping, has emphasized the country´s commitment to build an ecological
civilization. To achieve the goal of ecological civilization, Xi Junping called for promoting green development,
which includes developing green finance. (China Green Bond Market, Climate Bonds Initiative).
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Brief Description of Issuer
Advanced SolTech Sweden AB (publ) is the issuer of the Green Bonds, with proceeds being on lent in the
form of intra-group loans and/or invested in wholly owned Chinese subsidiares, which invest in, install and
manage solar power stations on its customers roof tops. The customers commit to buy the electricity produced
by the solar power stations during a 20-25 year contract. Advanced SolTech Sweden AB´s target is to reach an
installed capacity of 1,000 MW at the end of 2023, fully connected to the grid by 2024.
ASAB is mainly owned by SolTech Energy Sweden AB (publ), and Advanced Solar Power (Hangzhou) Inc.
(ASP).
SolTech Energy Sweden AB (publ), is a Swedish public (limited liability) stock listed company, and was
formed in Sweden on August 30, 2006 and registered at Bolagsverket (the Swedish Office for Company
Registration). SolTechs shares are traded on First North Growth Market at NASDAQ Stockholm. SolTech is a
developer and provider of integrated solar energy solutions, being both a building material and a solar energy
solution. SolTech has installations in several countries.
Advanced Solar Power (Hangzhou) Inc. (ASP), a world leading solar panel manufacturer and supplier in the
Chinese and global market of CdTe thin film solar modules. In China, ASP is focusing on meeting the
increased market demand for solar power stations and in parallel securing that the internal sustainability
work is top class.
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Advanced SolTech Sweden AB (publ) - Green Bond
Framework Summary
Use of Proceeds - Eligible Projects and Assets are new, under construction or existing, and /or represents an
expansion or enhancement of any existing Solar Energy Solutions, defined as Solar Power Stations owned and
managed by ASAB’s fully owned subsidiaires in China.
Conditions - applicable to all Solar Power Stations are as follows:
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions are high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related energy to solar power or, if increased energy
need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reductions of GHG
emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting of new land areas.

Customers in China - Local Governments, municipalities as well as larger private and public companies with
a long-term market positioning perspective.

Use of proceeds

Renewable Energy
Meaning a project or asset funded, in whole or in part by Advanced SolTech
Sweden AB that promotes the transition to a low-carbon society.

Evaluation

Customer evaluation including overall financial position
Energy Consumption incl. energy mix & CO2 impact
Future needs
Geographical location
Roof gradient and condition

Funds tracking

The use of proceeds are tracked through separate accounts to simplify the
annual review.

Impact assessment

Impact reporting on all Solar Power Stations financed with Green Bonds;
1. Total annual reduction or avoidance of CO2-equivalents emissions,
measured per project compared to baseline (starting level defined as current
impact).
2. Other potential climate and sustainability findings by the Solar Power
Station installation.

Reporting

ASAB will report annually and until maturity of the Green Bonds issued, to
the investors - on ASAB’s website and in ASAB´s Annual Newsletter.
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The Green Bond Committee will review and approve each Green Bond
Report.

Third party opinion
Third party opinion is obtained through a second opinion from CICERO on the Advanced SolTech Green
Bond Framework and been certified as Dark Green.

Summary
Overall, ASAB’s Green Bond framework and environmental policies provide a progressive framework for
climate-friendly investments. The Green Bond framework lists eligible businesses and projects that are mainly
supportive of the objective of promoting a transition to low-carbon and climate-resilient growth and is
supported by a strong governance structure.
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Advanced SolTech Green Bond Report - SOLT5
Green Bonds Details
Issuer:

Advanced SolTech Sweden AB (publ).

Issue Date:

January 25, 2019

Maturity Date:

January 25, 2023

Issued Amount:

Tap issue SOLT 5-4, 105 MSEK and in EUR (Maximum issue
volume of SEK 1500 million in SEK, EUR and NOK)

Interest Rate:

9 % p.a. + Stibor 3m for SEK bonds
9 % p.a. + Euribor 3m for EUR bonds
7,75 % p.a. + Nibor 3m för NOK bonds

ISIN:

SE0012012680, SE0012012698

Short Name:

SOLT5

Listing:

First North Sustainable Retail Bonds, Nasdaq Stockholm

Issuing Institute:

DNB Sverige och Eminova

Arranger:

JOOL Markets

Agent:

Intertrust Sweden

Use of Proceeds
Reporting Date:

December , 2020

Amount Disbursed to Eligible Green Projects:

7 062 061 EUR

Renewable energy CO2 avoidance:

34 847 tons first year

Bond proceeds remaining to be used:

Zero (0)

Further Bond Information
Number of projects/clients supported by Advanced
SolTech Green Bonds (Solt 5):

16

Geographic allocation of projects:

China
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Green Bonds - Invested per project
Projects (Clients, powerplants aquired)

Amount RMB

Zhejiang New Gonow Automobile Co,.Ltd. 8,596,400,00
Zhejiang Guxiandao Polyester Dope Dyed
Yarn Co.,Ltd.

46,200,862,70

Jiangsu jurun textile technology Co., Ltd.

2,700,672,25

Suqian huiyang textile technology Co., Ltd. 69,403,60
Jiangsu Runchang Rubber Technology Co.,
Ltd.

614,752,30

Total:

58,182,090,85

Comment : EUR 7 062 060,73 have been converted to 58 182 090,85 RMB

Green Bonds - CO2 avoidance per project

Projects (Client)
Zhejiang New Gonow Automobile Co,.Ltd.

Estimated CO2
Avoidance (tons
per year)
6,000

Zhejiang Guxiandao Polyester Dope Dyed Yarn Co.,Ltd.

12,000

Jiangsu jurun textile technology Co., Ltd.

9,011

Suqian huiyang textile technology Co., Ltd.

1,836

Jiangsu Runchang Rubber Technology Co., Ltd.

6,000

Total:

34,847
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Project Evaluation and selection procedure

•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions are
high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related Energy to solar power or, if increased
energy need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reduction
of GHG emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting on new land areas

A summary of the selection process is noted below:
•

•

Customers with a long-term market positioning perspective
o

Local governments

o

Municipalities

o

Public companies

o

Larger private companies

Customers overall financial position

Energy valuation
•

Energy consumption

•

Energy mix and CO2 impact

Future energy needs
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Project / customer examples
Customer/project

Amount (RMB) CO2 avoided - predictions made by customer

Zhejiang New Gonow Automobile Co,.Ltd.

8,596,400,00

6 000 tons

Area : Taizhou

Criteria
Eligible Project and Asset Category
•

Solar Panels for electricity generation

Conditions
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions is high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related Energy to solar power or, if increased energy
need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reduction of GHG
emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting of new land areas.

Customer
•

Large private company

Customer valuation
•

The customer is a large private company. They produce and sell new energy vehicles and have very
good quality and good market. The finance condition is good.

Energy valuation
•

The customer is a new plant, annual electricity consumption is currently unknown.

•

With our solar power installation, the customer could use 6 million kwh from solar, which will result
in approx. 6000 Tons of less CO2.

•

The customer´s future energy needs is estimated to be stable for the coming 5 years.

When considering an optimal, financially viable, environmentally friendly and safe Solar Energy Solution, adapted to the
customers current and future electricity needs, geographic location and roof/panel gradient and conditions are of great
importance.
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Project / customer examples
Customer/project

Amount (RMB) CO2 avoided - predictions made by customer

Zhejiang Guxiandao Polyester Dope Dyed Yarn Co.,Ltd.

46,200,862,70

12 000 tons

Area : Shaoxing City, Zhejiang Province

Criteria
Eligible Project and Asset Category
•

Solar Panels for electricity generation

Conditions
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions is high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related Energy to solar power or, if increased energy
need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reduction of GHG
emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting of new land areas.

Customer
•

Larger private company

Customer valuation
•

The customer is a national high-tech enterprise and a subsidiary of a public company. They produce
chemical fiber product, have very good quality and good market. The finance condition is good.

Energy valuation
•

The customer uses approx. 110 million kwh of electricity per year, almost all of them generated by
coal.

•

With our solar power installation, the customer could use 12 million kwh from solar, which will result
in approx. 12 000 Tons of less CO2 being admitted in the environemt.

•

The customer´s future energy needs is estimated to be stable for coming 5 years.

When considering an optimal, financially viable, environmentally friendly and safe Solar Energy Solution, adapted to the
customers current and future electricity needs, geographic location and roof/panel gradient and conditions are of great
importance.
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Project / customer examples
Customer/project

Amount (RMB) CO2 avoided - predictions made by customer

Jiangsu jurun textile technology Co., Ltd.

2,700,672,25

9 011 tons

Area : Siyang economic development zone

Criteria
Eligible Project and Asset Category
•

Solar Panels for electricity generation

Conditions
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions is high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related Energy to solar power or, if increased energy
need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reduction of GHG
emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting of new land areas.

Customer
•

Large private company

Customer valuation
•

The customer is a large private company. They produce and sell textiles, have very good quality and
good market. The finance condition is good.

Energy valuation
•

The customer uses approx. 100 million kwh of electricity per year, almost all of them generated by
coal.

•

With our solar power installation, the customer could use 9 million kwh from solar, which will result
in approx. 9 011 Tons of less CO2 being admitted in the environment.

•

The customer´s future energy needs is estimated to be stable for the coming 5 years.

When considering an optimal, financially viable, environmentally friendly and safe Solar Energy Solution, adapted to the
customers current and future electricity needs, geographic location and roof/panel gradient and conditions are of great
importance.
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Project / customer examples
Customer/project

Amount (RMB) CO2 avoided - predictions made by customer

Jiangsu Runchang Rubber Technology Co., Ltd.

614,752,30

6 000 tons

Area: Siyang economic development zone

Criteria
Eligible Project and Asset Category
•

Solar Panels for electricity generation

Conditions
•

The customer is located in an area where the level of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions is high.

•

The project shall include the exchange of fossil related Energy to solar power or, if increased energy
need, the avoidance of fossil related energy use, and delivers a substantial reduction of GHG
emission.

•

The installation shall use existing buildings, not prospecting of new land areas.

Customer
•

Large private company

Customer valuation
•

The customer is a large private company. They produce and sell tires and rubber products. They have
very good quality and good market. The finance condition is good.

Energy valuation
•

The customer uses approx. 7 milion kwh of electricity per year, almost all of them generated by coal.

•

With our solar power installation, the customer could use 6 million kwh from solar, which will result
in approx. 6 000 Tons of less CO2 being admitted in the environment.

•

The customer´s future energy needs is estimated to be stable coming 5 years.

When considering an optimal, financially viable, environmentally friendly and safe Solar Energy Solution, adapted to the
customers current and future electricity needs, geographic location and roof/panel gradient and conditions are of great
importance.
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Advanced SolTech Green Bond Updates
Since the start of issuing Green Bonds in 2018 a number of milestones have been achieved:

•

•

Advanced SolTech Sweden AB has during 2018 issued three Green Bonds in the Retail Market:
o

March 2018

128 MSEK (SOLT2)

o

May 2018

148 MSEK (SOLT3)

o

November 2018

70,5 MSEK (SOLT4)

Early 2019 Advanced SolTech Sweden AB´s first Institutional Green Bond was launched in
EUR and SEK:

•

o

January 2019

171 MSEK (SOLT5)

o

May 2019

110 MSEK (SOLT5-1 – tap issue)

o

September 2019

125 MSEK (SOLT5-2 - tap issue)

o

November 2019

100 MSEK (SOLT5-3 - tap issue)

o

June 2020

105 MSEK (SOLT5-4 - tap issue)

No further Institutional Bonds are planned to be issued during 2020.

Advanced SolTech Sweden AB have invested 1,200 MSEK for 143 MW of installed solar energy
capacity in China distributed on 105 customers and a total volume of 99,000 tons of CO2 avoided
per year. With a installation target of 1,000 MW of solar energy capacity in 2023, further investments
will be needed. Such is planned to be financed through a mix of equity, loans, and Green Bonds.

